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The following reflects the proceedings from the twenty-fourth (24th) meeting held of the Software 
Transparency Foundation on September 22nd 2023 at 2pm (CET).  
 
The meeting was called to order by Mr. José María Lancho and was held in person at the ITIS 
(Univertisity of Malaga). 

ATTENDEES:  
The following attendees participated in the meeting:  
Mr. José María Lancho Rodriguez 
Mr. Julian Coccia 
 
The following attendees, representing sponsors and guests, participated in the meeting: 
Ismael Navas Delgado (Univ. Malaga) 
GaoKun (Huawei) 
YangFang (OpenEuler Project) 
LiuShhan (OpenEuler Project) 
 

 
AGENDA ITEMS: 

1. Opening comments 
 
Mr. Lancho Rodriguez thanked everyone for participating and opened the meeting. In particular, 
thanks, he thanks the presence of GaoKun, YangFang and LiuShan, guests from the OpenEuler 
project, who, along with Julian Coccia, and Jose Maria Lancho, gave a talk on intellectual 
property and open-source software management at ITIS (University of Malaga) prior to this 
foundation meeting. 
 
2. Traffic increases on OSSKB 
Traffic on the OSSKB continues to show increasing demand, and there are warnings regarding 
the misuse and exploitation of certain API features. 
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3. Upcoming meetings 
 
ITIS offers the location to host upcoming meetings; however, due to the geographical 
distribution of participants, the next session will be conducted virtually, as is customary, on the 
last Friday of October (10/27 at 9 am). 
 
 
4. Increasing interest on SBOM 
 
Comments are made on the growing interest observed at the Open Source Summit regarding 
software supply chain visibility, the increasing interest in SBOM (Software Bill of Materials), and 
the fact that the presence of companies offering services related to software composition has 
doubled compared to the 2022 event. 
 
5. Interest on CO2 footprint 
 
There is an expressed interest and concern for sustainability and the need to obtain metrics for 
classifying open-source software components based on their level of CO2 emissions. 
 
6. Closing comments 
 
Mr. Lancho Rodriguez closed the meeting and scheduled the next meeting for October 27th, 
2023 at 9am (CET). 


